Gradient phase partially reflecting surfaces for beam steering in microwave antennas.
A metal-dielectric-metal gradient phase partially reflecting surface based on the combination of a gradient index dielectric substrate with an inductive and a capacitive grids, is designed at microwave frequencies for antenna applications. The gradient index is obtained by realizing air holes of different dimensions in a dielectric host material. A prototype of the gradient index dielectric substrate is fabricated through three-dimensional printing, an additive fabrication technology. It is then associated to two patterned metallic grids to realize a partially reflecting surface with a gradient phase behavior. For experimental validation, the partially reflective surface is used as reflector in a low-profile Fabry-Perot cavity antenna. An angular enhancement of the emitted beam in a desired direction is reported by further engineering the phase introduced by the inductive and the capacitive grids. Far-field measurements are performed on fabricated antenna prototypes to validate the concept. Such gradient phase reflective surface paves the way to low-cost easy-made microwave metal-dielectric surfaces incorporating functionalities such as beam control, forming and collimation.